How to use the classification macro:
Download the test datasets and the Fiji macro “Classification” on our homepage:
https://www.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de/bioinfo/computing/3dart-veselect/


Used Fiji version: 1.51n (download for Unix systems is provided on our homepage)

You can try out the classification macro by using the provided test data from our homepage or
you can use your own data sets. Therefore, first of all you need to use 3D ART VeSElecT
(download and description on our homepage). The output stacks “StackSegmented” and
“StackDuplicateScale” of 3D ART VeSElecT are used as input for the classification macro.

Getting started:


Open Fiji (prerequisite: 3D ImageJ Suite Plugin is installed)



Open image test stacks: “StackDuplicateScale.tif” and “StackSegmented.tif”



Open “Classification” macro

Start classification macro:


Start the classification by clicking [Run] on the classification macro window (left down
corner)
 A user input window pops up, see Fig1

Fig. 1: user input window for names and values: stack names, standardization parameters and SVM weights

Either…
1. Use default parameters: If you use the test-data, provided on our homepage, you can
skip the following chapter, since you can just use the default parameters. Confirm the
parameters by clicking [OK]. Continue reading at: Application of classification macro.

… OR …
2. Use own data:


Type in the name of your segmentation image in line one “StackSegmented”



Type in the name of your tomogram image in line two “StackDuplicateScale”
 Note: If your image stack was saved before, e.g. as a “.tif” data, you need to type
in the stack name including the data format ending, e.g. “StackSegmented.tif”

If you use your own electron tomography datasets and want to classify clear cores
vesicles from dense core vesicles, try the default parameters first. If results are not

satisfying you probably have to retrain the support vector machine SVM (see retrain
SVM tutorial).
 If you use your own data and retrained the SVM, please continue reading:

If you use own data and retrained the SVM:
Filenames:


Type in the name of your stack that includes the segmentation information from 3D
ART VeSElecT (default: “StackSegmented.tif”)



Type in the name of your tomogram stack that includes the scaled (1px/nm) original
tomogram information from 3D ART VeSElecT (default: “StackDuplicateScale.tif”)

Standardization parameters:
For standardization of the feature values, the software needs the mean values and standard
deviation parameters of each feature of all your data sets. If you apply the classification macro
the first time using the default parameters, you will get an output including: radius (r), gray
value (gv), distance to the active zone (distAZ), gray value standard deviation (2DSD) for each
vesicle. Use this results for calculation of the mean value and standard deviation for each
dataset. Afterwards use the results as input in the macro. You can either type the values into
the user input window or change the parameters directly at the beginning of the macro script.
SVM weights:
These weight are the output information of the calculated hyperplane of the SVM in the python
scikit library. Type in your new weight into the user input window and confirm by clicking [OK].
If you want to use your parameters again without typing them in each time you want to analyze
a dataset, change the parameters directly at the beginning of the macro script.

Continuing: Application of classification macro:


An user interface appears requesting the user to make a point selection right into the
center of the active zone of the synapse
 use the slider to slide through the tomogram images and look for the center of the
dense projections



Make a point selection in the picture “StackDuplicateScale” to mark the center of the
active zone



Confirm with [OK]

Output:



“Composit” and “StackSegmented” stack with vesicles colored after class (dense core
vesicles in green and clear core vesicles in magenta)



Results table:


total number of clear core vesicles and dense core vesicles



radius



gray value



distance to the active zone



gray value standard deviation
… for each vesicle



last column includes labels: 1 = clear core vesicles, 0 = dense
core vesicles

